From hospital: Exit the back external door of the main Café of UAMC–University Campus hospital. Take the stairway down to the street. Cross Warren Ave. and turn right and walk alongside the open, uncovered parking lot. Enter the side gated door at the first building you come to (on the left). Turn right and walk along the walkway. At the end of the second building, turn left. Dr. Stolz’s room is at the end of the first building.

From the UA CatTran: Get off at the AHSC CatTran stop. Walk along the bike parking lot and between the two buildings. Turn left and walk along the pathway, crossing the walkway at Adams St. Continue walking along the open, uncovered parking lot. Enter the side gated door at the first building you come to (on the left). Turn right and walk along the walkway. At the end of the second building, turn left. Dr. Stolz’s room is at the end of the first building.